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Chair Changes

• New ART AD - Adam Roach
• New SIPCORE WG Chair - Brian Rosen
WG Document Status

• draft-ietf-sipcore-dns-dual-stack
  – RFC 7984

• draft-ietf-sipcore-status-unwanted
  – LC ended

• draft-ietf-sipcore-name-addr-guidance
  – WGLC ended

• draft-ietf-sipcore-content-id
  – In WGLC, ends 4/13

• draft-ietf-sipcore-callinfo-spam
  – to be presented here
Milestones

• **Complete:** Request publication of DNS look-up procedures for dual-stack client and server handling of SIP URIs (draft-ietf-sipcore-dns-dual-stack)

• **Jan 2017:** Request publication of a SIP response code for unwanted communications (draft-ietf-sipcore-status-unwanted)

• **Apr 2017:** Request publication of a mechanism for labeling the nature of SIP calls (draft-schulzrinne-sipcore-callinfo-spam)

• **May 2017:** Request publication of a clarification of the use of Content-ID as a SIP header field (draft-holmberg-sipcore-content-id)

• **May 2017:** Request publication of a clarification of the use of the "name-addr" production in SIP header fields (draft-sparks-sipcore-name-addr-guidance)

• **Dec 2017:** Request publication of mechanisms for rapid dual-stack protocol selection in SIP (draft-johansson-sip-he-connection)
Recently DISPATCHed to SIPCORE

- draft-winterbottom-sipcore-locparam
- draft-jesske-sipcore-reason-q850-loc
- draft-mohali-sipcore-originating-cdiv-parameter